
They are different

Class skippers
Trouble makers
Desk tappers
Withdrawn

They bring us down

The Non-conformers
The disenfranchised
The bored
The dreamers
Number haters
Never read a book and don’t care

Families send them to school each day
Breath drawn tight
Please hold it together 
Hoping for something different
Kindergarten dreams of pride and cute backpacks buried
Please   someone inside those concrete walls 
Find my child
See my child
Teach my child

You are different

That “crazy” Middle School
Wild teacher
Resolute
Non-Conformist
Big heart
Book Lovers
Brain on fire with metaphor and belief
The one who loves math enough 
to teach it to those who hate it
How do you do it?

You differ
you receive their weight
you carry their burden
you can bear it
you relish it
alive with the truth
you speak their language

You differentiate
Embrace the gap
Confident in the bridge
Scaffold the now
Ready to release to the later
unpack the code
Make numbers dance
Spin text into dreams and passionate debate

Families confused
They come home from school talking about

For the first time
Something they’ve read
A problem they’ve solved
A career in Math

For the first time
Something is Different

You   fearless teachers
Closing your doors
Lighting up the walls
Tearing the roof off
Turning around the doubt
Erasing the hate
Enabling the dream

Every day

Making a Difference

Different
Patricia Starek
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